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Introduction: Confirmation of extra-terrestrial life 

remains a lofty goal for our civilization.  Past attempts 

such as the Viking life detection experiments revealed 

tantalizing suggestions of extant life on Mars.  As a 

result, the thriving astrobiology community remains 

polarized regarding whether the Viking landers de-

tected life.  We propose to help answer this question by 

developing a fluorescence instrument package to detect 

Earth-like bacterial spores beneath the Martian surface. 

The wealth of information gained about Mars since 

the Viking era significantly informs present and future 

efforts to detect life.  For example, the recent discovery 

regarding ice present near the surface of the mid-

latitude regions [1] offers an exciting medium in which 

to probe in the mid- to long-term (2024-2030). 

Though other missions have searched for evidence 

of water or a “habitable zone” on Mars, the only prior 

in-situ investigation to specifically target life was that 

of the two Viking Landers.  The Biology Experiments 

(Pyrolytic Release, Labeled Release and Gas Ex-

change) involved the addition of 
14

C-labeled gases and 

nutrients to Mars soil samples and analysis of organics 

or gases released via gas chromatography with mass 

spectrometry and thermal conductivity detection [2]. 

These approaches were limited by instrument sensi-

tivity and yielded internally contradictory results [3], 

giving rise to decades of debate and speculation.  Fur-

ther, the recent discovery of perchlorate in the Martian 

regolith by the Mars Phoenix Lander [4] calls into 

question any analysis technique where organic material 

could be destroyed by oxidation prior to reaching the 

detector.  However, very recent work using complexity 

analysis of the Viking Labeled Release experiments 

suggests a biological origin for the Labeled Release 

results [5].  Our knowledge has increased sufficiently 

since the Viking era to justify another attempt to dis-

cover life on Mars. 

Current proposed approaches to search for evidence 

of life on Mars target biomolecules such as amino acids 

or nucleobases of DNA [6,7].  However, detection of 

amino acids alone would not conclusively indicate the 

existence of life.  Chiral discrimination is necessary to 

rule out abiotic sources [8].  Thus far, no in situ tech-

nique can, with sufficient sensitivity, detect the L- and 

D-enantiomers of all 20 amino acids required for life as 

we know it.  An alternate approach is detection of ex-

tinct life via DNA detection.  Detection of DNA or 

nucleobases on Mars would be strong evidence for life, 

though current detection technologies are not suffi-

ciently mature for implementation in an situ instrument.  

Bacterial spore detection, however, can conclusive-

ly demonstrate the existence of life as we know it on 

Mars.  Bacterial spores, also known as endospores, are 

the toughest form of life known to exist on Earth [9].  

These bacteria form a tough spore coat to protect their 

genetic material in times of stress, and in doing so gain 

resistance to UV radiation, dessication, pressure and 

temperature extremes, and the vacuum of space [10-

13].  Bacterial spores can remain dormant with no de-

tectable metabolism for potentially millions of years 

[14-17], and could survive an interplanetary journey 

[18,19].  Therefore, if we are to discover life as we 

know it on Mars, it is probable that such life would be 

in the form of bacterial spores. 

Bacterial spores contain ~10
8
 molecules of dipico-

linic acid (DPA), a unique biomarker [20,21].  Detec-

tion of high concentration DPA on Mars would there-

fore be direct evidence of life, specifically of bacterial 

spores. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Chemical structure 

of dipicolinic acid (DPA) 

 

 

Method: Detection of DPA is readily performed 

using a terbium luminescence assay [22].  Terbium is a 

poor fluorophore alone.  However, terbium generates a 

highly fluorescent complex upon exposure to DPA.  

This enables not only detection of  bacterial spores in a 

sample, but quantification, with limits of detection of 

~1000 spores per milliliter of concentrate [23-25]. 

A terbium luminescence assay for bacterial spores 

has been proposed previously for Mars, and involved a 

fluorescence microscopy-based technique to discrimi-

nate between „germinable‟ and „ungerminable‟ spores 

and determine viability [26].  Unlike that approach, the 

new approach proposed here could be implemented in 

an in-situ instrument requiring only a limitied amount 

of new hardware.  Many of the necessary elements and 

subsystems (heaters, pumps, liquid reservoirs, UV 

LEDs, etc.) have flown on previous missions.  The 

investigation approach is as follows:  

1. An ice sample, filtered or allowed to sublimate, 

would concentrate bacterial spores while leaving 

them intact (Fig. 2). 

Dipicolinic acid (DPA)
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2. Bacterial spore lysis would be effected with heat 

or acid treatment to release the biomarker (DPA). 

3. Addition of a terbium solution and exposure to 

UV light would allow for rapid quantification of 

bacterial spores in the sample via luminescence 

detection using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or 

CCD detector. 

 

        

Ice sample from Mars 

mid-latitude region

1.  Melting/filtration or sublimation

Concentrated 

bacterial spores 

remain intact

2.  Acid/heat treatment

Acid or heat triggers 

DPA release

3.  Addition of terbium solution

UV light triggers 

luminescence and 

detection

UV (280 nm)

 
         Fig. 2.  Schematic of experimental design 

 

Due to the fact that terbium luminescence is long-

lived (0.6-2.0 ms), interference from other fluorescent 

species and minerals with much shorter lifetimes (ps to 

ns) could be avoided using time-gated detection [24]. 

This investigation could be included as part of a 

fluorescence instrument package of a dedicated mis-

sion using a high-heritage lander system such as the 

Mars Phoenix lander or its recently-proposed descen-

dent, the InSight lander.  InSight would include a probe 

capable of penetrating the Martian regolith to a depth 

of five meters.  Performing bacterial spore analysis to 

that depth would be a wholly different environment 

than the Viking lander life detection experiments, and a 

depth profile would validate the assay against the pos-

sibility of contamination. 

Detection of bacterial spores using this assay is 

straightforward and capable of leveraging hardware 

with flight heritage.  A positive result for high concen-

tration DPA in micron sized spots on Mars would be 

the first direct evidence of life on another body, and 

could inform future missions using non-Earth-centric 

techniques to investigate other possible forms of life.  

Further, this investigation could be included as part of 

a more comprehensive instrument for general fluores-

cence studies, expanding the science return to include 

mineralogical analyses as well as life detection.   

Investigation of Martian life can (1) answer funda-

mental questions about life itself, (2) inform future 

human exploration of Mars by investigating the biolog-

ical hazards of a potential landing site, (3) inform fu-

ture sample return missions by investigating a potential 

sample site, (4) continue the work of current Mars mis-

sions such as MER and MSL, and (5) reinvigorate the 

public in and increase congressional support of Mars 

exploration. Such knowledge would revolutionize our 

view of the Red Planet and greatly inform future 

manned and unmanned missions to this new frontier. 
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